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Enbridge deal Iones: Deal won't be tough sell
looks set to.
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f nvestors had always taken a
Ishine to Enbridge Inc. for a
couple of key attributes - a clear,
years{ong menu of expansion
projects and reliable double-digit
dMdend increases.

The past few years have
brought complications that have
added risks to the famously
bankable outlook. The most no-
table one has been the struggles
that the country's largest pipe-
line company has had trying to
trench new, multibillion-dollar
oil conduits into the ground
against a backdrop of environ-
mental opposition.

Then, early this year, Enbridge
clawed back its forecast for
annual increases in dividends by
several percentage points after
shifting some planned capital
expenditures b:ick by a few years
amid the energy downturn.

Its $gz-billion friendly deal with
Houston-based Spectra Energy
Corp., uncorked on Tuesday, ad-
dresses both of those thorny
problems, and in no small way.
Spectra will add a new layer of di-
versification to Enbridge's pile of
North American assets - some-
thing chief executive officer Al
Monaco had said was a priority .

last February - as well as a short-
term jolt to payouts to investors
clamouring for safe yield.

Enbridge has long been domi-
nant in the business of moving
crude frorfi the oil sands through
its Alberta regional pipelines to
its pipeline hubs and on to mar-
kets through its massive network
of trunk pipelines to the United
States and Central Canada.
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\\It has a sizable North Ameri
tf cannatural gas business, too,
and the share swap with Spectra
will make for more balancE, the
bosses of both companies say.

The market got a taste of this
sort of thing early this year.
TransCanada Corp.'s $ro.z-billion
(U.S.) acquisition of Columbia
Gas made it a major player in a
rival gas supply basin, the U.S.
Marcellus, and the deal has prov-
en to be an early hit with inves-
tors.

The combined Enbridge-Spec-
tra will run six major business
Iines - liquids pipelines, gas pipe-
lines, utilities, Canadian mid- -

stream, U.S. midstream and
renewables. There is precious lit-
tle overlap between the two.

It will reduce the overall impor-
tance of trying to build massive
and contentious new oil pipeline
projects, such as Northern Gate-
way in British Columbia and
Sandpiper in Minnesota. Mr.
Monaco insists that the deal is
not a way to turn its back on
such developments, or assume a
defensive stance. But in an inter-
viewwith The Globe and Mail, he
acknowledged frustrations in
what has become a costly and
risky regulatory quagmire in
many cases as opposition to such
developments builds.

"Certainly that's increased, but
if you look at the record, we've
actuallymanaged to execute very
well in that environment," he
said. "We've been opening up
access to new markets in the
United States. We've jusi com-
pleted the reversal of Line 9."

True, though in any previous
era, the Line 9 project between
Sarnia, Ont., and Montreal would

('

have been a snap. But even the 
.

proposal to use an existing pipe-
line ended up being conteniious,
with in-person hearings being
suspended because ofrowdy par-
ticipants and the line's startup
was delayed.

Having a much bigger list of
projects to expand, rather than
build from scratch, removes at
least some of that r.i'orry for the
company and its investors. In-
deed, Enbridge and Spectra
would not be able to construct
many of their current assets from
scratch today, given the battles
that erupt regularly. At least not
expeditiously.
. "Whut they'rq effectively saying
is, their pipelines in the giound -
are more valuable todav than
they were in the past. They've got
to do better with what they've'-
got," said AltaCorp Capital ana-
lyst Dirk Lever. "Never say never,
because some things will get
approved, but the cost ofa new
project is so astronomical
because of the time value of
money." . s
- Still, the companies said they
have gz+-billion (Canadian) oi
project plans in the hopper, gz6-
billion of them already under
way.

From a dividend standpoint,
paltry bond yields have ireated a
choice opportunity fol compan-
ies with stable and grOwing
payouts: Enbridge-Spectra prom-
ises a r5-per-cent bump iniotT,
and ro-per-cent to p-per-cent
annual increases over the next
seven years.

That yield stability won't be a
tough sell to investors who had
begun harbouring worries about
Enbridge's marquee draws.
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